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MINIMAL NORMAL MEASUREMENT MODELS OF
QUANTUM INSTRUMENTS
JUHA-PEKKA PELLONPA¨A¨ AND MIKKO TUKIAINEN
Abstract. In this work, we study the minimal normal measure-
ment models of quantum instruments. We show that usually the
apparatus’ Hilbert space in such a model is unitarily isomorphic to
the minimal Stinespring dilation space of the instrument. However,
if the Hilbert space of the system is infinite dimensional and the
multiplicities of the outcomes of the associated observable (POVM)
are all infinite then this may not be the case. In these pathological
cases, the minimal apparatus’ Hilbert space is shown to be unitarily
isomorphic to the instrument’s minimal dilation space augmented
by one extra dimension. We also point out errors in earlier papers
of one of the authors (J-P.P.).
PACS numbers: 03.65.Ta, 03.67.–a
1. Introduction
Quantum measurement theory provides an operational connection
between mathematical Hilbert space operator theory and actual phys-
ically realizable measurements. The theory builds upon the natural
fact that every measurement realizing a quantum device, i.e., a quan-
tum observable, channel or instrument, can be described as a protocol
in which an observed system is brought in contact with a measurement
apparatus and after interaction the value of the measured quantity is
read from the apparatus’ pointer scale [1]. Since Physics is an experi-
mental science, knowing the limitations of the measurement theory is
of paramount importance.
One of the fundamental results in quantum measurement theory is
that every (completely positive) quantum instrument can be realized in
a normal measurement of the associate observable [2]. These measure-
ments are important since ideal experimental setups can be described
by such models. In this work we solve the minimal normal measure-
ment models associated to a given quantum instrument or observable.
Such models exclude all unnecessary degrees of freedom and may, for
example, lead to optimal control over detrimental effects caused by
inevitable noise.
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As a tool to approach the problem of finding out the minimal normal
measurement models, we use Stinespring dilations, that are isometric
expansions of the given devices into their purifications. This approach
allows us to re-phrase the above problem into a question ‘when does an
operator U : HA⊗HB → HA⊗HB defined via U(ψ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ, where
Y : HA →HA⊗HB is a given linear isometry and ξ ∈ HB is some unit
vector, extend to a unitary operator on HA ⊗ HB?” Mathematically,
this unitary extension problem can be related to well known and es-
tablished results on extendability of partial isometries [3] and unitary
dilations of contractive maps [4].
In addition, the work presented here has also applications in prob-
lems associated with optimizing the ‘Church of a Larger Hilbert Space”
in sense of minimality. For instance, in the field of open quantum sys-
tems our results may be used to solve a minimal environment in which a
composite system evolution is unitary, hence having a minimal number
of (potentially harmful) environmental degrees of freedom.
Our study is organized as follows. In the preliminary Sect. 2 we in-
troduce the mathematical concepts and notations needed throughout
this paper. In Sect. 3 we study the problem of extending linear isome-
tries to unitary mappings. Finally, in the last two Sects. 4 and 5 we
present our main results by solving the minimal normal measurement
models of quantum devices.
We wish to emphasize that most of the work presented here has
already been carried out in Refs. [5, 6, 7]. Unfortunately, these papers
contain some errors related to the aforementioned unitary extension
problem – in some very pathological cases the extension is not possible;
see Errata in the end of this paper. We show that this problem can be
resolved by adding one extra dimension to the ancillary space HB.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout this article, we letH be a complex Hilbert space and de-
note the set of bounded operators1 on H by L(H), the set of projections
by P(H) and the set of trace class operators by T (H). Furthermore,
we let S(H) = {ρ ∈ T (H) | ρ ≥ 0, tr [ρ] = 1} denote the convex set
of quantum states, and we call its extremal elements as pure states. It
is well known, that pure states are of the form ρ = |ξ〉〈ξ| ∈ P(H) for
some unit vector ξ ∈ H.
1Similarly, L(E) denotes the set of bounded linear maps on a Banach space E
which is either T (H) or L(H) in this article.
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2.1. Observables. Let Ω be a set and Σ ⊆ 2Ω a σ-algebra. Quan-
tum observables are identified with normalized positive operator valued
measures (POVMs), that is, (weakly) σ-additive mappings M : Σ →
L(H) such that M(X) ≥ 0 for all X ∈ Σ and M(Ω) = 1H, where
1H stands for the identity operator on H. If ΩN = {x1, x2, ...} with
N ≤ ∞ elements and ΣN = 2ΩN is the corresponding σ-algebra of a
POVMM, thenM can be viewed as a collection (M1, M2, . . .) of positive
operators Mi := M({xi}) ∈ L(H), such that
∑N
i=1Mi = 1H (weakly).
In this case, we say that M is a discrete N-outcome observable. By
reducing the outcome space, we may (and will) assume that Mi 6= 0 for
all i < N + 1.
A special class of observables consists of POVMs P : Σ → L(H)
whose range contain only projections, i.e., P(X) ∈ P(H) for every
X ∈ Σ. We call them normalized projection valued measures (PVMs)
or sharp observables.
Any observable M : Σ → L(H) has a Naimark dilation (K,P, J)
into a sharp one, that is, there exist an auxiliary Hilbert space K, a
PVM P : Σ → L(K) and a linear isometry J : H → K such that
M(X) = J∗P(X)J for all X ∈ Σ. A dilation (K,P, J) is called minimal
if the linear span of vectors P(X)Jψ, X ∈ Σ, ψ ∈ H, is dense in K. It
is well known that in this case M is sharp if and only if J is unitary.
2.2. Measurement models. A quantum measurement is mathemat-
ically modelled by a 4-tuple (K,Z,V, η) where K is the apparatus’
Hilbert space, Z : Σ → L(K) is the pointer observable (POVM), V :
T (H ⊗ K) → T (H ⊗ K) is a completely positive trace-preserving
(CPTP) linear map describing the interaction between the system and
the apparatus, and η ∈ S(K) is the initial state of the probe. Measure-
ment model (K,Z,V, η) actualizes the measured observable M via the
probability reproducibility condition
tr [M(X)ρ] = tr [1H ⊗ Z(X)V(ρ⊗ η)] , X ∈ Σ, ρ ∈ S(H). (1)
For this reason we call (K,Z,V, η) a measurement model for M or
shortly an M-measurement. [1]
Every observable has an infinite number of different measurements.
Among these there are normal measurements in which the pointer P :
Σ→ L(K) is a sharp observable, the interaction is of the form ρ⊗ ξ 7→
Uρ⊗ξU∗ for some unitary operator U onH⊗K and η = |ξ〉〈ξ| for some
unit vector ξ ∈ K [2] – in such a case we write shortly (K,P, U, ξ). It can
be easily derived from Eq. (1), that the measured observable induced
by a normal model (K,P, U, ξ) is given by
M(X) = Y ∗ξ U
∗(1H ⊗ P(X))U Yξ , X ∈ Σ, (2)
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where Yξ : H → H⊗K is a linear operator defined via Yξ(ϕ) = ϕ⊗ξ for
all ϕ ∈ H. Since Y ∗ξ Yξ = 1H, Yξ is an isometry and Eq. (2) constitutes a
Naimark dilation of M. Note that this dilation need not to be minimal.
For instance, if M is a sharp observable, then Eq. (2) is never minimal
Naimark dilation [8].
2.3. Instruments and channels. The features of a measurement
model (K,Z,V, η), that refer to the measured system, are neatly cap-
tured by the associated (Schro¨dinger) instrument : a completely posi-
tive trace non-increasing mapping I : Σ→ L(T (H)) defined via
I(X)(T ) = trK [1H ⊗ Z(X)V(T ⊗ η)] , X ∈ Σ, T ∈ T (H), (3)
where trK stands for the partial trace over K. For example, the mea-
surement statistics of the measured observable M are given by
tr [M(X) ρ] = tr [I(X)(ρ)] , ρ ∈ S(H). (4)
We say that the observable M in Eq. (4) is associated to the instrument
I. The mapping I can be equivalently viewed in its dual form I∗ :
Σ→ L(L(H)) defined via
tr [I∗(X)(B) T ] = tr [B I(X)(T )] , B ∈ L(H), T ∈ T (H). (5)
Throughout this article, we will be mainly working in this Heisenberg
picture. Note that M(X) = I∗(X)(1H) for all X ∈ Σ.
As a generalization of the previously mentioned Naimark dilation
theorem, any instrument I : Σ→ L(T (H)) has a Stinespring dilation
(K,P, Y ), i.e., there exists a Hilbert space K, a PVM P : Σ → L(K)
and a linear isometry Y : H → H⊗K such that
I∗(X)(B) = Y ∗ (B ⊗ P(X))Y, B ∈ L(H). (6)
A Stinespring dilation (K,P, Y ) for I is called minimal if the vectors
(B ⊗ P(X)) Y ψ, B ∈ L(H), X ∈ Σ, ψ ∈ H, span a dense subspace
of H⊗K. The instrument I corresponding to a normal measurement
model (K,P, U, ξ) has a particularly simple form, namely,
I∗(X)(B) = Y ∗ξ U∗(B ⊗ P(X))UYξ, X ∈ Σ, B ∈ L(H). (7)
Obviously Eq. (7) constitutes a Stinespring dilation for the instrument
I and it has been proven in Ref. [2] that every instrument has a mea-
surement dilation of such form. Determining when Eq. (7) defines a
minimal Stinespring dilation of I is one of the main purposes of this
article.
Any instrument I : Σ → L(T (H)) induces a (Schro¨dinger) channel
(a CPTP linear map) E : T (H) → T (H) describing the total state
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transformation induced by the corresponding measurement (K,Z,V, η)
via
E(T ) = I(Ω)(T ) = trK [V(T ⊗ η)] , T ∈ T (H). (8)
Conversely, any channel can be induced in this way from some measure-
ment (K,Z,V, η). Eq. (8) can be equivalently expressed in the Heisen-
berg picture as
E∗(B) = I∗(Ω)(B), B ∈ L(H). (9)
Note that the “trace-preserving”-property in the Schro¨dinger picture
corresponds to unitality, E∗(1H) = 1H, in the Heisenberg picture.
A Stinespring dilation of a channel is naturally inherited from its
inducing instrument which, however, is not necessarily minimal. Fur-
thermore, any completely positive trace non-increasing linear map C :
T (H) → T (H) has a Kraus representation, that is there exists a se-
quence of Kraus operators A1, A2, ... ∈ L(H), with r ≤ ∞ elements,
satisfying
∑r
s=1A
∗
sAs ≤ 1H such that
C(T ) =
r∑
s=1
AsTA
∗
s, T ∈ T (H), (10)
which equivalently in the Heisenberg picture reads
C∗(B) =
r∑
s=1
A∗sBAs, B ∈ L(H). (11)
Obviously, the Kraus representation is not unique. We say that
the representation of C having the smallest number of non-zero Kraus
operators is minimal, in which case the corresponding minimal number
r is called as the (Kraus) rank of C. Note that C is a quantum channel
if and only if
∑r
s=1A
∗
sAs = 1H.
A channel E and an observable M are said to be compatible, if there
exists an instrument having E and M as its induced channel and asso-
ciated observable, respectively. It is well known that not every channel
and observable are compatible. We end this section with an example
that illustrates this phenomenon.
Example 1. Let I : Σ→ L(T (H)) be an instrument. If the induced
channel E has Kraus rank 1, that is, E(T ) = I(Ω)(T ) = ATA∗, for some
linear isometry A : H → H and for all T ∈ T (H), then the associated
observable M : Σ→ L(H) is necessarily trivial, i.e., M(X) = p(X)1H,
X ∈ Σ, for some probability measure p : Σ → [0, 1]. In other words,
isometric channels are only compatible with trivial observables. This
is a straightforward generalization of the well known “no information
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without disturbance”-result; see the proof given in [1, p. 32] with a
substitution I(X)(T ) ↔ A∗I(X)(T )A. On the contrary, it is easy to
verify that each trivial observable is compatible with every quantum
channel.
3. Unitary extension problem
Let HA and HB be two (possibly infinite dimensional non-trivial)
Hilbert spaces and let 1A and 1B denote their identity operators, re-
spectively. Denote their tensor product Hilbert space by HAB := HA⊗
HB and let 1AB := 1A ⊗ 1B. Clearly dim(HAB) = dim(HA) dim(HB).
We assume that HA is separable and thus has a countable orthonormal
basis {hn}dim(HA)n=1 . We do not, however, assume the separability of HB
in this section unless otherwise stated.
Let Y : HA →HAB be any linear isometry, that is, it is of the form
Y = Y
dim(HA)∑
n=1
|hn〉〈hn| =
dim(HA)∑
n=1
|yn〉〈hn|, (12)
where the vectors yn := Y hn ∈ HAB form an orthonormal set. Indeed,
from Y ∗Y = 1A one gets 〈yn|ym〉 = 〈hn|Y ∗Y hm〉 = δnm (the Kronecker
delta). Since
P := Y Y ∗ =
dim(HA)∑
n=1
|yn〉〈yn| (13)
is a projection, we may use the Hilbert projection theorem to write
HAB = P (HAB)⊕P⊥(HAB) where P⊥ := 1AB−P . Here the subspace
P (HAB) corresponds to the image of the isometry Y , i.e.,
P (HAB) = Y (HA) = span{yn | 1 ≤ n < dim(HA) + 1}.
Since dim(P (HA)) = dim(Y (HA)) = dim(HA) we get
dim(HA) dim(HB) = dim(P (HAB)) + dim(P⊥(HAB))
= dim(HA) + dim(P⊥(HAB)). (14)
The main question of this section is: When does there exist a unitary
operator2 U : HAB →HAB and a unit vector ξ ∈ HB, such that
U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ, (15)
for all ψ ∈ HA ? We will call this the unitary extension problem. We
immediately notice that this problem reduces to finding only the uni-
tary operator, since the unit vector ξ may be fixed arbitrarily. Indeed,
2Note that U : HAB → HAB can always be extended to a partial isometry, but
there may exist non-zero vectors ϕ ∈ HAB such that Uϕ = 0.
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for any unit vector ξ′ ∈ HB, we have ξ′ = UB ξ for some unitary oper-
ator UB on HB and thus
U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = U(1A ⊗ UB)∗(ψ ⊗ UBξ) = U ′(ψ ⊗ ξ′)
where U ′ := U(1A ⊗ UB)∗ is a unitary operator on HAB.
By writing
Y (HA)⊕ P⊥(HAB) = HAB = [HA ⊗ (Cξ)]⊕ [HA ⊗ (Cξ)]⊥ (16)
and noting that the (separable) subspaces Y (HA) and HA ⊗ (Cξ) are
unitarily isomorphic3 one sees that such a U exists (for a given ξ) if
and only if the subspaces P⊥(HAB) and [HA ⊗ (Cξ)]⊥ are unitarily
isomorphic. This happens at least when
(i) HB is not separable. Indeed, then HAB is not separable and, for
any unit vector ξ ∈ HB, P⊥(HAB) and [HA ⊗ (Cξ)]⊥ are non-
separable (infinite dimensional) subspaces having orthonormal
bases of the same cardinality, i.e., these subspaces are unitarily
isomorphic.
(ii) HA is finite dimensional. Since dim(HA) < ∞, we can solve
dim(P⊥(HAB)) from Eq. (14):4
dim(P⊥(HAB)) = dim(HA) dim(HB)− dim(HA).
By fixing any unit vector ξ ∈ HB and an orthonormal basis L
of HAB such that hn ⊗ ξ ∈ L, for all n ≤ dim(HA), one sees
that the dimension of [HA ⊗ (Cξ)]⊥ is dim([HA ⊗ (Cξ)]⊥) =
dim(HA) dim(HB)− dim(HA) = dim(P⊥(HAB)).
The above shows that problems in extending an operator U defined
in Eq. (15) into a unitary one may only occur when
• HA is infinite dimensional and
• HB is separable (with either dim(HB) <∞ or dim(HB) =∞);
for the rest of this section we assume that these conditions hold. Now
dim(HA) dim(HB)−dim(HA) =∞−∞ and dim(P⊥(HAB)) may even
vanish5 if Y (HA) = HAB.
Example 2. If dim(HB) > 1 then dim[HA⊗(Cξ)]⊥ =∞. Thus, in this
case U and ξ exist if and only if dim(P⊥(HAB)) = ∞, or equivalently
rank P⊥ =∞.
3Since their orthonormal bases {yn}dim(HA)n=1 and {hn⊗ ξ}dim(HA)n=1 are of the same
cardinality.
4If dim(HB) =∞ then dim(P⊥(HAB)) =∞− dim(HA) =∞.
5Recall that N and N× S, S ⊆ N, S 6= ∅, have the same cardinality, so that the
basis {yn}∞n=1 of Y (HA) may also be the basis of HAB = HA ⊗HB ; see Eq. (16).
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Example 3. Let HB := C so that dim(HB) = 1 and HAB ∼= HA.
Define a linear isometry Y : HA → HAB via Y =
∑∞
n=1 |hn+1〉〈hn|.
This prototype of an isometric operator, which is clearly not unitary,
corresponds physically to a systematically leaking quantum channel
B 7→ Y BY ∗. Now P⊥ = 1AB − Y Y ∗ = |h1〉〈h1| so that P⊥(HAB) =
Ch1 and dim[HA ⊗ (Cξ)]⊥ = 0 6= 1 = dim(P⊥(HAB)), where ξ ∈ T :=
{ξ ∈ C | |ξ| = 1}. Thus, U defined via Eq. (15) does not extend to a
unitary operator for any ξ ∈ T. However, a classical result by Halmos
[4, Problem 222] shows that any linear isometry Y : HA → HA can be
dilated to a unitary mapping U+ : HA ⊕HA →HA ⊕HA by defining
U+ :=
(
Y 1A − Y Y ∗
0 −Y ∗
)
. (17)
Now U+
(
ψ
0
)
=
(
Y ψ
0
)
. Since HA ⊕ HA ∼= HA ⊗ (C ⊕ C), we note that
growing the dimension of the auxiliary space HB just by one is enough
to solve the unitary extension problem.
Motivated by the previous example, we end this section by show-
ing that, if dim[HA ⊗ (Cξ)]⊥ 6= dim(P⊥(HAB)), the unitary extension
problem can be solved by adding one extra dimension of the auxiliary
Hilbert space HB. By doing this, we have
HA ⊗ (HB ⊕ C) ∼= HAB ⊕HA ∼= HAB ×HA (18)
We then interpret Y : HA →HAB as an isometry Y+ : HA → HAB ×HA
via Y+ψ := (Y ψ, 0) and define P+ := Y+Y
∗
+ ∈ P(HAB × HA). Now
P⊥+ (HAB × HA) and [HA ⊗ (Cξ+)]⊥, where ξ+ ∈ HB ⊕ C is a unit
vector, are both separable infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces and are
thus unitarily isomorphic.
4. Minimal normal measurement models: the discrete case
In this section we study the implications of the unitary extension
problem to quantum measurement theory. In particular, we prove that
the size of minimal normal measurement realization of practically any
quantum instrument equals to the sum of its Kraus ranks. However,
there are some pathological cases in which this dimension has to be
grown by one – we completely isolate these cases to instruments having
so-called rank-∞ POVMs as their associated observables. Furthermore,
we show that any N -outcome observable can be measured with an N -
dimensional normal measurement.
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4.1. Instruments. Let d and N belong to {1, 2, . . .} ∪ {∞}. Sup-
pose M = (M1, M2, . . .) is a discrete N -outcome observable in a d-
dimensional Hilbert space Hd with an orthonormal basis {hn}dn=1. Let
1d be the identity operator of Hd. Since each of the operators Mi,
i < N + 1, is a positive non-zero bounded operator on Hd, we may
write
Mi =
mi∑
k=1
|dik〉〈dik|, (19)
where the vectors dik ∈ Hd, k < mi+1, form a linearly independent set.
Also, there exist (linearly independent) vectors gik ∈ Hd, k < mi + 1,
such that the following bi-orthogonality relation holds:
〈dik|giℓ〉 = δkℓ. (20)
For example, if Mi has a discrete spectrum (this always holds when
d <∞), then one can write
Mi =
mi∑
k=1
|dik〉〈dik| =
mi∑
k=1
λik|ψik〉〈ψik|, (21)
where the eigenvectors ψik of Mi form an orthonormal set, the eigenval-
ues λik = ‖dik‖2 are non-zero (and bounded by 1) and dik :=
√
λikψik.
Then we may define the vectors gik via gik := ψik/
√
λik that satisfy the
aforementioned properties.6
We say thatmi is the multiplicity of the outcome xi ∈ ΩN , or equiva-
lently the rank of Mi = M({xi}). Note that mi ≤ d for all i < N+1. In
particular, we callM rank-1, ifmi = 1 for all i < N+1. One particularly
nice feature of rank-1 POVMs is that they are post-processing maximal
[9, 10, 11] which physically means that they can be seen as ultimate
fine-grainings of measurable quantities, after which no additional infor-
mation can be extracted by means of performing additional measure-
ments. As an opposite we define an observable M : ΣN → L(H∞) to be
rank-∞ if mi =∞ for all i < N +1. A subclass of rank-∞ observables
is formed by trivial observables, Mi = pi1∞, pi > 0,
∑N
i=1 pi = 1.
Let I : ΣN → L
(T (Hd)) be an instrument, such that M is its as-
sociated observable. Now I can be viewed as a collection (I1, I2, . . .)
of CP trace non-increasing maps Ii : T (Hd) → T (Hd), such that
6 If d =∞ and Mi has no discrete spectrum, we may use a trace-class operator
T =
∑∞
n=1 pn|n〉〈n|, pn > 0,
∑∞
n=1 pn < ∞, to get a trace-class operator TMiT
with an eigendecomposition TMiT =
∑mi
k=1 αk|ψk〉〈ψk|. Then, by defining dik :=√
αkT
−1ψk (and gik := Tψk/
√
αk) we get Eq. (19).
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I∗i (1d) = Mi for all i < N + 1. Each of I∗i has a minimal Kraus
decomposition
I∗i (B) =
ri∑
s=1
A
∗
isBAis, B ∈ L(Hd), (22)
where the Kraus operators Ais ∈ L(Hd), s < ri + 1, are linearly inde-
pendent and satisfy
∑
s A
∗
isAis = Mi. Recalling Section 2, number ri
is the Kraus rank of Ii and we say that the instrument I is rank-1 if
ri = 1, for all i < N + 1. Note that ri ≤ mid ≤ d2 [5, Theorem 1].
Define the instrument’s structure vectors ϕiks := Ais gik ∈ Hd for
which
ri∑
s=1
〈ϕiks|ϕiℓs〉 = 〈gik|Migiℓ〉 = δkℓ. (23)
Since A∗isAis ≤ Mi and
∑mi
k=1 |gik〉〈dik|giℓ〉 = giℓ we get
Ais =
mi∑
k=1
|ϕiks〉〈dik|. (24)
Especially, if I is rank-1, i.e., s = ri = 1, we may write Ai1 = Ai
and ϕik1 = ϕik to get I∗i (B) = A∗iBAi and Ai =
∑mi
k=1 |ϕik〉〈dik| where
〈ϕik|ϕiℓ〉 = δkℓ.
Let then ~r := (r1, r2, . . .) be the Kraus rank vector of I and let H~r
be a (separable) Hilbert space spanned by an orthonormal set
{eis | i < N + 1, s < ri + 1}.
Obviously dimH~r =
∑N
i=1 ri ≤ Nd2. Let P be a discrete sharp observ-
able defined by
Pi =
ri∑
s=1
|eis〉〈eis|, i < N + 1. (25)
Define a (bounded) linear map Y : Hd →Hd ⊗H~r via
Y ψ =
N∑
i=1
ri∑
s=1
Aisψ ⊗ eis, ψ ∈ Hd, (26)
for which
〈ψ|Y ∗(B ⊗ Pi)Y ϕ〉 =
N∑
j,k=1
ri∑
s,t=1
〈Ajsψ|BAktϕ〉
= δjiδkiδst
〈ejs|Piekt〉
= 〈ψ|I∗i (B)ϕ〉, ψ, ϕ ∈ Hd, (27)
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implying that I∗i (B) = Y ∗(B ⊗ Pi)Y . Now Y ∗Y =
∑
i I∗i (1d) = 1d,
that is Y is an isometry, and thus
(H~r,P, Y ) constitutes a Stinespring
dilation of I. It can be shown that the dilation is minimal, that is,
the closure of the span of vectors (B ⊗ Pi)Y ψ, B ∈ L(Hd), i < N + 1,
ψ ∈ Hd, is the whole Hd ⊗ H~r [12]. For instance, if I is rank-1, this
follows immediately from (B ⊗ Pi)Y gi1 = (BAigi1) ⊗ ei1 = hn ⊗ ei1,
when choosing B = |hn〉〈ϕi1| ∈ L(Hd).
Fix then an arbitrary unit vector ξ ∈ H~r and define an operator
U : Hd ⊗ Cξ →Hd ⊗H~r via
U(ψ ⊗ ξ) := Y ψ =
N∑
i=1
ri∑
s=1
Aisψ ⊗ eis (28)
=
N∑
i=1
ri∑
s=1
(
mi∑
k=1
〈dik|ψ〉ϕiks
)
⊗ eis, ψ ∈ Hd.
The crucial question now is “when can U be extended to a unitary
operator of Hd⊗H~r?” If this unitary extension problem can be solved,
one gets
I∗i (B) = Y ∗(B ⊗ Pi)Y = Y ∗ξ U∗(B ⊗ Pi)UYξ, (29)
where Yξ : Hd → Hd⊗H~r is an isometry, and thus one gets a minimal7
normal measurement model (H~r,P, U, ξ) realizing I; see Eq. (2). The
analysis done in the previous section shows that this will always hap-
pen, if d < ∞. We also know that, if d = ∞, the extension succeeds,
when the dimension of the auxiliary space H~r is increased by one. The
following theorem shows that usually this extension is not necessary.
Theorem 1. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and I : ΣN →
L(T (H)) an instrument having a discrete N -outcome observable M =
(M1,M2, . . .) associated to it. Let
(K,P, Y ) be a minimal Stinespring
dilation of I. If for some i < N +1 the effect Mi has a finite rank, i.e.,
0 < mi < ∞, then for any unit vector ξ ∈ K there exists a unitary
operator U on H⊗K, such that U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ for all ψ ∈ H.
Proof. We may assume that H = H∞. Furthermore, since a minimal
Stinespring dilation is unique up to a unitary isomorphism, we may
assume that K = H~r and
Y ψ =
N∑
i=1
ri∑
s=1
Aisψ ⊗ eis =
N∑
i=1
ri∑
s=1
mi∑
k=1
〈dik|ψ〉ϕiks ⊗ eis (30)
7Since any normal measurement (K,P′, U ′, ξ′) realizing I satisfies dimK ≥
dimH~r =
∑N
i=1 ri where ri is the Kraus rank of Ii, i < N + 1 [5, Theorem 3].
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Fix any i < N + 1 satisfying mi < ∞ and fix some s < ri + 1. Since
dimH = ∞, there exists an infinite number of linearly independent
vectors orthogonal to the vectors ϕiks, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , mi}. Let η be
one of these vectors, so that η ⊥ ϕiks for all k ≤ mi. Then η ⊗ eis ⊥
ϕi′k′s′ ⊗ ei′s′, for all i′ < N + 1, k′ < mi′ + 1 and s′ < ri′ + 1, implying
that
Y Y ∗(η ⊗ eis) = 0. (31)
Since the number of linearly independent vectors η satisfying (31) is
infinite, 1H⊗H~r − Y Y ∗ is of infinite rank and the claim follows from
Example 2. (Note that if N = 1 then M1 = 1∞ with m1 =∞.) 
We have seen that in the discrete case the unitary extension of U may
fail only if the instrument’s associated observable is rank-∞, but even
then the condition is not sufficient. In physical applications this is not
a serious problem, since we may add one dimension to H~r, i.e., define
K := H~r ⊕C ∼= H~r ×C. This addition of extra dimension allows us to
interpret the system-apparatus –composite as a closed quantum system
where the measurement dynamics is governed by unitary evolution.
Namely, by defining Y+ψ := (Y ψ, 0) for all ψ ∈ H we see that U+(ψ ⊗
ξ+) := Y+ψ, where ξ+ ∈ K is a unit vector, extends to a unitary
operator U+ on H ⊗ K; see the end of Sect. 3. One possibility to
extend the pointer observable P on K, is to add an extra outcome
to ΩN = {x1, x2, . . .}, i.e., define Ω+N := ΩN ∪ {x0} and Σ+N := 2Ω
+
N
where x0 /∈ ΩN . Now, for all X ∈ ΣN and (ξ, c) ∈ K, the equations
P+(X)(ξ, c) := (P(X)ξ, 0) and P+({ω0})(ξ, c) := (0, c) define a new
sharp pointer observable P+ : Σ
+
N → L(K). The triple (K,P+, Y+) is a
Stinespring dilation of an instrument8 I+ whose associated observable
M+ is a (trivial) extension of M. Indeed, M+({ωi}) = Mi for all 1 ≤
i < N+1 and M+({ω0}) = 0. Note that, the extra outcome ω0 is never
obtained in the measurement since the probability of ω0 in any input
state of the system is zero.
We summarize the above observations in the following corollary.
Corollary 1. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and I : ΣN →
L(T (H)) an instrument having a discrete N -outcome observable M =
(M1,M2, . . .) associated to it. Suppose that
(H~r,P, Y ) is a minimal
Stinespring dilation of I.
(i) If M is not rank-∞ observable then (H~r,P, U, ξ) is a minimal
normal measurement realization of I. Here the unitary operator
8 That is, I∗+(X+)(B) = Y ∗+
(
B⊗P+(X+)
)
Y+, B ∈ L(H), X+ ∈ Σ+N . Especially,
I+({ω0}) = 0.
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U on H ⊗ H~r and unit vector ξ ∈ H~r satisfy U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ
for all ψ ∈ H.
(ii) Let M be rank-∞.
(a) If there exists a unitary operator U on H ⊗ H~r and unit
vector ξ ∈ H~r, such that U(ψ⊗ξ) = Y ψ for all ψ ∈ H, then
(H~r,P, U, ξ) is a minimal normal measurement realization
of I.
(b) Otherwise, in the above notions,
(H~r ⊕ C,P+, U+, ξ+) is
a normal measurement realization of the extended instru-
ment I+ for which I+(X) = I(X) for all X ⊆ ΩN and
I+({ω0}) = 0.
Remark 1. It has been proven in [5], that the minimal normal mea-
surement realizations are unique up to obvious unitary transformations.
Furthermore, minimal normal measurement model can be isometrically
embedded in any normal measurement model of the same device; see
Theorem 3 in Ref. [5]. Therefore, we interpret minimal normal measure-
ment models as effective descriptions of normal measurement protocols
that contain only essential measurement degrees of freedom.
Example 4. In the case of N = 1, the instrument I is a quantum
channel and its associated observable is simply M1 = 1d, with the rank
m1 = d. Now one can choose d1k = g1k = hk and Eq. (22) is a minimal
Kraus decomposition of the channel I1:
I∗1 (B) =
r1∑
s=1
A
∗
1sBA1s, B ∈ L(Hd), (32)
where A1s =
∑d
k=1 |ϕ1ks〉〈hk| and
∑r1
s=1〈ϕ1ks|ϕ1ℓs〉 = δkℓ. Moreover,
U(hk ⊗ ξ) = Y hk =
∑r1
s=1 ϕ1ks ⊗ e1s. If m1 = d = ∞, it may happen
that U does not extend to a unitary operator. Especially, in the case
r1 = 1 one sees this clearly. Namely, then U(hk⊗ξ) = ϕ1k1⊗e11, where
ξ = te11, t ∈ T, so that U is unitary if and only if the orthonormal set
{ϕ1k1}∞k=1 is a basis of H∞; compare to Example 3. In this case, A11 is
unitary and I1 is a unitary channel.
Together with Corollary 1, the above example has implications, for
instance, in the field of open quantum systems. Namely, given a quan-
tum channel E : T (H) → T (H) these allow one to solve a minimal
environment K and composite unitary channel, from which E can be
reduced, so that
E(T ) = trK
[
U
(
T ⊗ |ξ〉〈ξ|)U∗] , T ∈ T (H). (33)
Now dimK = rank(E) if dimH < ∞ and dimK is either rank(E) or
rank(E) + 1 if dimH = ∞ as described in Corollary 1. In the view
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of Remark 1, K may be interpreted as an effective environment which
can be isometrically embedded into any other environment inducing E
in the above form (33).
4.2. Observables. We will next examine normal measurement mod-
els (K,P, U, ξ) of a discrete N -outcome observable M in a separable
Hilbert space. As shown in Corollary 1, the size of the apparatus is
related to the number of outcomes N of the observable and the Kraus
ranks ri corresponding to the inducing instrument via dimK ≥
∑N
i=1 ri.
Since we are interested in finding a minimal normal measurement, we
may assume that the instrument is rank-1. We denote ei1 = ei and
~1 = (1, 1, 1, . . .) (with N elements) so that dimH~1 = N . In this case
Eq. (28) simplifies to
U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ =
N∑
i=1
Aiψ ⊗ ei =
N∑
i=1
mi∑
k=1
〈dik|ψ〉ϕik ⊗ ei, (34)
for all ψ ∈ Hd, where the instrument’s structure vectors ϕik satisfy
the orthogonality relation 〈ϕik|ϕiℓ〉 = δkℓ. As we have seen, U always
extends to a unitary operator, when d < ∞. The following example
illustrates, that in the case of d = ∞ (and mi ≡ ∞), the extension
problem is related to the choice of the vectors ϕik.
Example 5. (i) Let M : ΣN → L(Hd) be an N -outcome sharp observ-
able. Note that because M is sharp, {dik}i,k forms an orthonormal basis
ofHd. By choosing ϕik = dik the operator U defined in Eq. (34) extends
to a unitary operator and one gets minimal, so called von Neumann–
Lu¨ders model forM [1]. Indeed, now U(ψ⊗ξ) =∑Ni=1∑mik=1〈dik|ψ〉dik⊗
ei = Y ψ for all ψ ∈ Hd showing that Y =
∑N
i=1
∑mi
k=1 |dik ⊗ ei〉〈dik|.
Then P = Y Y ∗ =
∑N
i=1
∑mi
k=1 |dik〉〈dik| ⊗ |ei〉〈ei| =
∑N
i=1Mi ⊗ P [ei]
implying that
P⊥ = 1Hd⊗H~1 − P =
N∑
i=1
Mi ⊗ (1H~1 − P [ei])
=
N∑
i=1
Mi ⊗ P [ei]⊥. (35)
This with the property MiMj = δijMi further imposes that rank(P
⊥) =∑N
i=1 rank(Mi) · rank(P [ei]⊥) =
∑N
i=1mi(N − 1) = d(N − 1). By Ex-
amples 2 and 4, we know that this always implies that U extends to
unitary on Hd ⊗H~1.
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(ii) Let M be a rank-∞ sharp observable with N > 1 and let {hn}∞n=1
be an orthonormal basis of H∞. If we choose ϕik = hk then
Y =
N∑
i=1
mi∑
k=1
|hk ⊗ ei〉〈dik|
and we see that U does not extend to a unitary operator. Indeed, now
P = Y Y ∗ =
∑
i,k |hk ⊗ ei〉〈hk ⊗ ei| = 1H∞⊗H~1 implying that P⊥ = 0
and the claim follows from Example 2.
Example 6. Let d =∞ andM : Σ2 → L(H∞) a 2-outcome observable
such thatM1 has a discrete spectrum. Then there exists an orthonormal
basis {hn}∞n=1 such that M is of the form M1 =
∑∞
k=1 λ1k|hk〉〈hk| and
M2 = 1∞−M1 =
∑
∞
k=1 λ2k|hk〉〈hk| with λ2k = 1−λ1k, λ1k ∈ [0, 1] for all
k. Note that rank of Mi is the number of non-zero numbers λik, k ≥ 1.
We are interested in the case where m1 = m2 =∞. For example, this
holds when there exists an infinite number of ‘eigenvalues’ 0 < λ1k < 1
of M1 which is assumed next. Note that, if M1 is a projection, then
M2 = M
⊥
1 and each λ1k (and thus λ2k) is either 0 or 1.
Define H~1 = Ce1 + Ce2 ∼= C2 as above and fix some unit vector
ξ ∈ H~1. Furthermore, define an operator U : H∞ ⊗Cξ →H∞ ⊗H~1 as
in Eq. (34), that is,
U(ψ ⊗ ξ) =
2∑
i=1
∞∑
k=1
√
λik 〈hk|ψ〉ϕik ⊗ ei
=
∞∑
k=1
〈hk|ψ〉
(√
λ1kϕ1k ⊗ e1 +
√
1− λ1kϕ2k ⊗ e2
)
= Y ψ, ψ ∈ H∞, (36)
where the vectors ϕik ∈ H∞ are such that 〈ϕik|ϕiℓ〉 = δkℓ for all
k, ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . . } satisfying λikλiℓ 6= 0. Due to the factors
√
λik above,
without restricting generality, we set ϕik := 0 if λik = 0. Denote
Ψik := ϕik ⊗ ei. Now Y =
∑∞
k=1 |
∑2
i=1
√
λikΨik〉〈hk| and therefore
Y Y ∗ =
∑∞
k=1
∑2
i,j=1 |
√
λikΨik〉〈
√
λjkΨjk|. Since for all k, ℓ = 1, 2, . . .,〈∑2
j=1
√
λjkΨjk |
√
λ2ℓΨ1ℓ −
√
λ1ℓΨ2ℓ
〉
= 0, then also Y Y ∗(
√
λ2ℓΨ1ℓ −√
λ1ℓΨ2ℓ) = 0 and we conclude that the rank of P
⊥ := 1∞ − Y Y ∗
is infinite. Therefore by Example 2, U can be extended to a unitary
operator U on H∞ ⊗ H~1 regardless of the choice of vectors ϕik. We
immediately observe that this condition is due to infinite amount of
numbers 0 < λ1k < 1 of M1. In general this is not a necessary con-
dition for M and Example 5 (ii) shows that the extendability of U
strongly depends on the choice of vectors ϕik.
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To end this section, we construct a minimal normal measurement
model of an arbitrary rank-∞ discrete N -outcome observable M. Let
us fix a basis {hk}∞k=1 of H∞ and choose the vectors ϕik := h2k for
all i < N + 1 and k ∈ {1, 2, . . .}. Obviously these vectors may be
used to define an isometry Y via Eq. (34) and a rank-1 instrument,
that has M as the associate observable. Now Y Y ∗(h2k+1 ⊗ ei) = 0 for
all k proving that 1H∞⊗H~1 − Y Y ∗ has infinite rank and therefore the
operator U defined in Eq. (34) has an unitary extension; see Example
2. We summarize the observations of this subsection in the following
proposition.
Proposition 1. Let M : ΣN → L(H) be a discrete N -outcome ob-
servable. There exists a normal M-measurement (H~1,P, U, ξ) such that
dimH~1 = N . Furthermore, the apparatus’ Hilbert space K of any
normal M-measurement satisfies dimK ≥ N .
In connection to the above result, a complete characterization of
the minimal normal measurements of discrete N -outcome sharp ob-
servables has been given in [13]. Furthermore, it has been proven in
[14, Prop. 10] that, if M is a discrete N -outcome sharp observable,
then N is actually the minimal dimension of any, i.e., not necessar-
ily normal, M-measurement. In the case of non-sharp observables one
cannot draw the same conclusion. For instance, any trivial observable
M({xi}) = p({xi})1H, where p : ΣN → [0, 1] is a discrete probabil-
ity measure, can be realized with one-dimensional non-normal mea-
surement model (C, p,1H⊗C, ξ), ξ ∈ T, whereas each minimal normal
measurement model is N -dimensional.
5. Minimal normal measurement models: the continuous
case
In this section, we focus on normal measurements of an arbitrary
observable and briefly study the implications of the unitary extension
problem in this context. Throughout this section, we assume that
H is a separable Hilbert space and we let I : Σ → L(T (H)) be an
instrument and M : Σ→ L(H) be its associated observable.
Let (H′⊕,P′, Y ) (resp. (H⊕,P, J)) be a minimal Stinespring dila-
tion for I (resp. a minimal Naimark dilation for M), where H′⊕ =∫ ⊕
Ω
H′r(x)dµ(x) and H⊕ =
∫ ⊕
Ω
Hm(x)dµ(x) are direct integral Hilbert
spaces and µ : Σ→ [0, 1] is a probability measure9 such that µ and M
are mutually absolutely continuous [5]. For instance, one may choose
9More generally, µ can be chosen to be any σ-finite measure, such that µ and M
are mutually absolutely continuous.
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µ as a mapping X 7→ tr [M(X) ρ] where ρ is a faithful state, i.e., does
not have eigenvalue 0. Moreover, P and P′ are the canonical spectral
measures of the corresponding direct integral Hilbert spaces, i.e., of
the form X 7→ χˆX (the characteristic function of X). The dimension
m(x) ≤ dimH of the fiber Hilbert space Hm(x) is called the multiplicity
of the outcome x ∈ Ω and the dimension r(x) of H′r(x) is the pointwise
Kraus rank of the instrument I [12]. We say that M is rank-∞ if
m(x) =∞ for µ-almost all x ∈ Ω (and thus dimH =∞).
Since I∗(X)(B) = Y ∗ (B ⊗ P(X))Y for all X ∈ Σ and B ∈ L(H),
one gets
M(X) = J∗P(X)J = Y ∗ (1H ⊗ P′(X)) Y, X ∈ Σ (37)
and there exists an unique decomposable isometry C : H⊕ →H⊗H′⊕,
C =
∫
⊕
Ω
Cxdµ(x), (38)
such that CJ = Y , where Cx : Hm(x) → H⊗H′r(x) is an isometry for
all x ∈ Ω [5, Theorem 1]. Now the question is does
U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ = CJψ, ψ ∈ H, (39)
extend to a unitary operator on H⊗H′⊕. As we have seen before, the
choice of the unit vector ξ ∈ H′⊕ is irrelevant. Moreover, the extension
is always possible, if dimH <∞ orH′⊕ is not separable. Recall thatH′⊕
is separable if and only if the measure space (Ω,Σ, µ) has a countable
basis [12, Remark 2]. This always holds when the measurable space
(Ω,Σ) is countably generated, e.g., Σ is the Borel σ-algebra of a locally
compact second countable Hausdorff space Ω.
Theorem 2. LetH be a separable Hilbert space and I : Σ→ L(T (H))
an instrument with the associate observable M : Σ → L(H), and let(H′⊕,P′, Y ) be a minimal Stinespring dilation of I. If M is not rank-∞,
then for any unit vector ξ ∈ H′⊕ there exists a unitary U operator on
H⊗H′⊕, such that U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ for all ψ ∈ H.
Proof. We assume, without loss of generality, that dimH = ∞. If M
is not rank-∞, then there exists a positive integer m < ∞, such that
the µ-measurable set Ωm := {x ∈ Ω|m(x) = m} has a (finite) positive
measure, µ(Ωm) > 0. Fix a minimal Naimark dilation (H⊕,P, J) of M
so that Eqs. (37) and (38) hold. By Examples 2 and 4 one needs to
show that rankP⊥ =∞ where
P := Y Y ∗ = CJJ∗C∗ ≤ CC∗ =: Q. (40)
Hence Q⊥ ≤ P⊥ and it is enough to show that rankQ⊥ = ∞. Now
Q =
∫ ⊕
Ω
CxC
∗
xdµ(x) is a decomposable projection acting in H⊗H′⊕ ∼=
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Ω
(H⊗H′r(x)) where the fibers H⊗H′r(x) are infinite dimensional for
µ-almost all x ∈ Ω. Note that, for any x ∈ Ωm, the image Cx
(Hm(x))
of the isometry Cx is an m-dimensional subspace of H ⊗ H′r(x) which
implies that the rank of the projection CxC
∗
x is m < ∞. Choose then
a (weakly) µ-measurable field of orthonormal bases {ek(x)| x ∈ Ω}∞k=1
of H ⊗H′⊕ such that CxC∗x =
∑m
k=1 |ek(x)〉〈ek(x)| for all x ∈ Ωm and
define orthonormal vectors ηℓ ∈ H ⊗H′⊕, ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . .}, by
ηℓ(x) =
{
µ(Ωm)
−1em+ℓ(x), x ∈ Ωm
0, x ∈ Ω \ Ωm.
(41)
Since for all ℓ ∈ {1, 2, . . .} and x ∈ Ω one gets (Qηℓ)(x) = CxC∗xηℓ(x) =
0, that is, Q⊥ηℓ = ηℓ, we conclude that rankQ
⊥ = ∞ and U extends
to a unitary operator. 
Let M be rank-∞ (and hence dimH =∞). If H′⊕ is separable, then
it may happen that U does not extend to unitary operator on H⊗H′⊕;
see Example 5. Analogously to before, this problem may be solved by
adding one dimension to H′⊕, i.e., by defining K := H′⊕⊕C ∼= H′⊕×C
and Y+ψ := (Y ψ, 0) for all ψ ∈ H, we see that U+(ψ ⊗ ξ+) = Y+ψ
extends to a unitary operator U+ on H⊗K for any unit vector ξ+ ∈ K.
In addition, let x0 be such that x0 /∈ Ω, define Ω+ := Ω∪ {x0}, and let
Σ+ be the smallest σ-algebra of Ω+ containing Σ. Now P
′
+(X)(ξ, c) :=
(P′(X)ξ, 0) and P′+({x0})(ξ, c) := (0, c), for all X ∈ Σ and (ξ, c) ∈ K,
determines a PVM P′+ : Σ+ → L(K) and we get a Stinespring dilation
(K,P′+, Y+) for an instrument I+ such that I+(X) = I(X), X ∈ Σ, and
I+({x0}) = 0. Moreover, the associate observable satisfies conditions
M+(X) = M(X), X ∈ Σ, and M+({x0}) = 0.
We have the following corollary:
Corollary 2. Let H be a separable Hilbert space and I : Σ →
L(T (H)) an instrument having an observable M : Σ → L(H) asso-
ciated to it and let
(H′⊕,P′, Y ) be a minimal Stinespring dilation for
I.
(i) If M is not rank-∞, then (H′⊕,P′, U, ξ) is a minimal normal
measurement realization of I, where U is a unitary operator on
H⊗H′⊕ satisfying U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ, for all ψ ∈ H, and ξ ∈ H′⊕
is a unit vector.
(ii) Let M be rank-∞.
(a) If there exists a unitary operator U on H⊗H′⊕ and a unit
vector ξ ∈ H′⊕ such that U(ψ⊗ξ) = Y ψ for all ψ ∈ H, then(H′⊕,P′, U, ξ) is a minimal normal measurement realization
of I.
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(b) Otherwise, in the above notions,
(H′⊕ ⊕ C,P′+, U+, ξ+) is
a normal measurement realization of the extended instru-
ment I+ for which I+(X) = I(X) for all X ∈ Σ and
I+({x0}) = 0.
Also, Proposition 1 can be generalized for an arbitrary observable
M by choosing the isometry C, i.e., the corresponding M-compatible
instrument I, in such a way that U in Eq. (39) extends unitarily. In
particular, if r(x) = 1 for µ-almost all x ∈ Ω, that is, I is a rank-
1 instrument, then one can choose the decomposing isometries Cx :
Hm(x) → H⊗H′1 ∼= H of Eq. (38) so that the rank of the complement
of CxC
∗
x =
∑m(x)
k=1 |ek(x)〉〈ek(x)| is infinite (even if m(x) = ∞). For
example, pick an orthonormal basis {hn}∞n=1 of H and define ek(x) :=
h2k for all k < m(x) + 1. Note that H′⊕ ∼= L2(µ), so that any vector
of H ⊗ H′⊕ ∼= L2(µ) ⊗ H can be interpreted as a µ-square integrable
function from Ω to H. Then the constant functions x 7→ hn form a µ-
measurable field of orthonormal bases of L2(µ)⊗H. Now CC∗h2k+1 =
0 for all k implying that 1L2(µ)⊗H − CC∗ has infinite rank and the
extension succeeds; see Example 2 and the proof of Theorem 2.
Finally, it has been proven in [5, Remark 3] that the dimension of
the Hilbert space K of any normal M-measurement satisfies dimK ≥
dimL2(µ). We end with the following proposition that summarizes
these facts.
Proposition 2. Let M : Σ → L(H) be an observable and µ : Σ →
[0, 1] a probability measure such that µ and M are mutually abso-
lutely continuous. There exists a normal M-measurement (L2(µ), X 7→
χˆX , U, ξ). Furthermore, the apparatus’ Hilbert space K of any normal
M-measurement satisfies dimK ≥ dimL2(µ).
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Errata for articles [5, 6, 7]
In this Errata, we point out errors found in Refs. [5, 6, 7]. The
errors are due to the faulty assumption that an operator U defined via
U(ψ ⊗ ξ) = Y ψ for all ψ ∈ H, where ξ ∈ K is some unit vector and
Y : H → H ⊗K is an isometry, always extends to a unitary operator
on H ⊗ K. The errors may occur only in the pathological case when
the associate observable of an instrument is rank-∞; see Theorem 2.
Errata for [5] (J.-P. Pellonpa¨a¨, J. Phys. A: Math. Theor. 46, 025303,
2013):
• Page 10, Example 3: Let {hn} be ON-basis of H and ξ⊕ a unit
vector in H⊕. Since the sets {Y hn}dim(H)n=1 and {hn ⊗ ξ⊕}dim(H)n=1
are ON-sets having the same cardinality, it was claimed that one
can define a unitary operator on H ⊗H⊕ by setting Uξ⊕(hn ⊗
ξ⊕) := Y hn. This claim is false in general; see Section 3 (Ex-
ample 3) of this paper. However, Theorem 3 of [5] is correct.
• The inequality dimH⊕ ≥ dimH (where H⊕ is the minimal
Stinespring dilation space of an instrument and H is the sys-
tem’s Hilbert space) in the second last line of page 10 is false.
For a counter-example consider the Stinespring dilation of an in-
strument, with a 1-outcome associated observable, and assume
that dimH ≥ 2.
• Corollary 2 on page 11 is false in the case when Uξ⊕(ψ ⊗ ξ⊕) =
Y ψ does not extend to a unitary operator; see our Corollaries
1 and 2 for comparison.
• Remark 3 on page 11 is slightly misleading. In the case of a
rank-∞ POVM, one must choose the isometries Cx properly in
[U(ψ⊗ ξ)](x) = (CxA(x)ψ)⊗ 1 to define a unitary operator. In
other cases, the isometries Cx can be arbitrary.
Errata for [6] (J.-P. Pellonpa¨a¨, Found. Phys. 44, 71–90, 2014):
• The operators U defined in Eq. (5) on page 80, in Example 6
on page 81, in Example 7 on page 82 and the sixth last line on
page 88 may not in general extend to unitary operators. If the
multiplicities mi or m(x) are all infinite one must choose the
instrument’s structure vectors ϕiks, ϕik and ϕk(x) properly; see
Example 5.
Errata for [7] (J.-P. Pellonpa¨a¨, Phys. Lett. A 376, 3495–3498, 2012):
• The operator USA defined below Eq. (3) on page 3497 may not
extend to a unitary operator if all the multiplicities mi are in-
finite, i.e., mi = ∞ for all i < N + 1; see Example 5. One
may add one extra dimension to the apparatus space to solve
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the problem; see Corollary 1 and the construction above. This
addition does not affect the subsequent calculations.
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